ABSTRACT. The singular integral equation,
Introduction

This paper solves the singular integral equation
where a is to be determined from given /, and v is a constant (0 < v < 1). The application that prompted the study of (1.1) is described in §4. In this section, we apply a transformation that leads to a reformulation of (1.1) as a functional equation for a, and to a simple solution of that equation in the homogeneous case (/ = 0), for which ; ^o^ To^ _!<"<!.
(1 . 2) In §2 we form a bridge to the better-studied Riemann-Hilbert problem [7] in the special case 1 A{Qcoi\™-lf^^L = F{C,\ -1<C<1, (1) (2) (3) where A is to be determined from given F. This link enables us to solve (1.1) directly, even for / ^ 0. In §3, we briefly examine generalized forms of (1.1).
*{*)*» _!<,<!, (1 . 5) 422 GIBSON AND ROBERTS where G{ri,u) is a function satisfying G(7 7 ,0) = G (7,,l) . (1.11) It is, however, far from being an arbitrary function since, according to (1.9), G must be such that i7, considered as a function of 771 and 772, is separable:
We first define g(() by
The homogeneous equation (1.2) clearly admits the simple solution G = 0, and (1.9) and (1.10) then demand that 13) for all 771 and 772 (< 771). It follows that, for some constant C, a(77) = C(l-77 2 )i ,/ -1 .
(1.14)
Our first conjecture is that this is the only admissible solution of (1.2). Our second conjecture is that, when ^"(77) -M(rj) = {l -rf)g f {r]) is given, there is only one choice of G for which (1.10)-(1.12) hold. The solution to (1.1) is then unique apart from the addition of the general solution (1.14) of (1.2). These two conjectures are the result of solving (1.1) by determining A from (1.3), as we now do. 423 Let us define a(C) by a'(C) = o(0, a(l) = 0. 1 v dr) and integrate from 77 = -1 to 77 = £. We then obtain, using also (1.4),
Link to Riemann-Hilbert problem
Reversing the order of integration on the left-hand side of (2.2), we find that
where
/m
On making the substitution dr] Standard theory (e.g., see [7] or p.183 of [6] ) provides a solution of (1. 
The integral in (2.16) diverges at C = ±1. By again using (2.9), we can show that (2.16) becomes an identity in the limit £ -> -1; also (2.1)2 is confirmed in the limit C -> 1. The term in (2.16) proportional to a(-1) corresponds to the general solution of (1.2). According to (2.1)2, this is proportional to ^ = 5c
which also relates this to the more convenient form (1.14).
We may now use (2.16) to write the general solution of (1.1) as a(C)
where g is defined by (1.4). To clarify the symmetries of this solution, we observe that, by multiplying (1.1) by (rj -(Y^^dr), integrating from r) = £ to 77 = 1, and repeating the analysis of this section, we obtain
by (1.4) and (2.20). It then follows from (2.18) and (2.19) that a is symmetric. Similarly antisymmetric / leads to antisymmetric a; this solution does not involve C and is therefore unique.
A generalization
Let h(7j) be a monotonic increasing function in -1 < rj < 1 that is odd in rj: h(-rj) = -h(j]). Consider the problem of finding a(rj) such that 
so that (3.1) may be written as
The transformations replacing (1.7) are
Equation (1.8) follows with a redefined H:
The remainder of §1 follows similar lines, (1.14) being replaced by
We may also derive the analogue of the Riema:in-Hilbert problem (1.3). We redefine A(Q and 7 by
definition (2.14) for F is unchanged with this 7. Following mutatis mutandis the reasoning of §2, we obtain in place of (1.3)
As an example [h(rj) = sin §^77], we note that the solution (3.7) of the homogeneous equation
where C is an arbitrary constant.
Magnetohydrodynamic duct flow
A classic problem of magnetohydrodynamics is to determine the steady flow of liquid metal along a uniform rectilinear duct (-l<x<l, -l<y<l y -oo<z<oo)m the presence of a uniform applied magnetic field of unit strength in the ^-direction, the flow v being driven by a unit adverse pressure gradient in the z-direction, i.e., along the duct. In these scaled units, the problem reduces to that of solving
where 6, the magnetic field created by the flow, also has only a ^-component. Solutions to (4.1) and (4.2) are required to satisfy conditions on the walls of the duct, namely The literature devoted to the solution of the problem just defined is extensive, and we cite here only a few of the pertinent papers. A proof that the solution of (4.1)-(4.4) is unique was provided by Hunt [4] . In early work, Shercliff [9] solved (4.1)-(4.4) in the case Dy = DH = oo of walls that are perfect electrical insulators, and Chang and Lundgren [1] and Uflyand [15] did likewise for the case Dy = DH = 0 of walls that are perfect electrical conductors. Hunt [3] obtained the solutions for DH = 0 with Dy arbitrary, and also for Dy = oo with DH arbitrary. All these investigations made use of eigenfunction expansions, but this approach is impractical in the case of greatest practical interest, DH = oo, Dy arbitrary.
(4.6)
Hunt and Stewartson showed, however, in a celebrated paper [5] , how the Dy = 0 case of (4.6) could be solved asymptotically in the limit 2 of large Hartmann number, M. It is significant for the usefulness of such analyses that large values of M can be attained in duct flow experiments in the laboratory and that Q can be measured accurately.
The asymptotic solution of (4.1)-(4.4) involves matching regions of five types:
(1) The core, defined as the region asymptotically far from all walls; 
where / is to be determined by matching (see below). Solution (4.8) can readily be taken to higher order by regular perturbation, e.g.,
The contribution made by the core to Q dominates all others; by (4.5) and (4.9), it is Q: Again, this solution may be taken to higher order by regular perturbation:
The fact that (4.12) holds in particular at rj = 0, i.e., y = 1, is really significant, as it provides the means for removing the uncertainties, /,</,... of the core solution [12] . Since vi + V2 and bi + 62 must obey (4.3) and (4.4), we find
and (4.9), (4.14) and (4.10) become According to (4.27) and (4.30), a(y) must satisfy the integral equation [12] From the appropriate solution of (4.31), the leading order of the flux deficit, -Q3, due to the Shercliff layers may be computed from (4. 
